UP TO

$500
TO SPEND ON BOARD

Bring this voucher to the Future Cruise Sales Desk to receive your onboard spend and to ensure you receive all the fantastic benefits you’re entitled to.

Always

DRINKS. WI-FI. TIPS.*

INCLUDED

SM

Holidays should be effortless from the start. That’s why
every Celebrity Cruise includes drinks, Wi-Fi and tips always*. It’s that simple!
Feel like you deserve something extra? You can upgrade to
one of two luxurious packages; Elevate or Indulge. With
everything from top-shelf drinks to faster Wi-Fi and shore
excursion credits, these ultimate value packages add even
more convenience to your award-winning holiday, starting
from £25 per person/day. Guests of The Retreat® will always
receive Indulge upgraded amenities included in their cruise.
And if you book while you’re with us, you receive as much as
$500 extra onboard spend plus some very exclusive benefits!

OUR PRICE PROMISE:
ONBOARD BOOKINGS RECEIVE OUR BEST AVAILABLE FARE.
SEE OVERLEAF FOR MORE DETAILS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO MAKE YOUR NEXT BOOKING,
VISIT THE FUTURE CRUISE SALES OFFICE TODAY
General booking and promotion terms & conditions can be found at: celebritycruises.co.uk/celebritycruises.com/gb/terms-and-conditions.

WHY BOOK
ON BOARD TODAY?

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE
EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS. BOOK
YOUR FUTURE CRUISE TODAY!

Booking your future cruise while onboard guarantees you
our lowest available fare. What’s more, it comes with the

REDUCED DEPOSITS

flexibility to amend your booking if a more attractive

from £29 to £296 per stateroom

promotion or price reduction becomes available.
You’ll also receive other exclusive benefits, such as reduced

A CHOICE OF OFFERS

deposits and up to $500 extra to spend on board your
future cruise! There are so many ways to treat yourself -

The lowest available fare on your next cruise

pampering spa treatments, designer boutiques, Celebrity
iLoungeSM, speciality dining restaurants, wine tastings,

YOUR PERFECT
STATEROOM

shore excursions and much more besides. Why wait?

from a choice of options available

UP TO $500 TO SPEND
per stateroom on your future cruise

FLEXIBLE RESERVATION
Make changes up to 90 days prior
to departure

UP TO 10% OFF
SHORE EXCURSIONS
For your next cruise booked whilst onboard

4–5 NIGHTS*

6–9
NIGHTS*

10–13
NIGHTS*

14–15
NIGHTS*

16+
NIGHTS*

DEPOSIT/OBS

DEPOSIT/OBS

DEPOSIT/OBS

DEPOSIT/OBS

DEPOSIT/OBS

INTERIOR

£29/$50

£59/$100

£89/$150

£118/$200

£148/$250

OCEAN VIEW

£44/$75

£74/$125

£103/$175

£133/$225

£163/$275

BALCONY, CONCIERGE, AQUACLASS®

£59/$100

£89/$150

£118/$200

£148/$250

£178/$300

SKY SUITE

£118/$200

£148/$250

£178/$300

£207/$350

£237/$400

ALL OTHER SUITES

£178/$300

£207/$350

£237/$400

£267/$450

£296/$500

ROOM TYPE

TRANSATLANTIC,
PACIFIC &
REPOSITIONING

*Terms and conditions apply. Non-refundable deposits per stateroom, terms and conditions apply. Guests creating a new onboard booking after 01 June 2020 on a Future Celebrity Cruise whilst currently onboard “Onboard Booking(s)” a Celebrity Cruises ship (including Royal Caribbean ships) are eligible to receive up to
$500 onboard spend per stateroom on their selected future cruise booked. Onboard spend amounts vary between $50–$500 USD and are determined by stateroom type, length of sailing and destination. Onboard Spend has no cash value, is non-transferable and will expire if not used by 10pm on the final night of the
cruise. For eligible bookings, guests must pay a non-refundable deposit equivalent to the $USD amount of onboard spend given for their future cruise (between £29 and £296 per stateroom). The £GBP deposit required is linked to the onboard spend published, not linked to current rate of exchange, and is determined by
stateroom type, length of sailing and itinerary. Guests will receive the onboard promotion & benefit(s) on their future Celebrity cruise (applies to selected sailings up to May 2023 and selected stateroom categories). The onboard cruise consultants will provide full details and/or flyer of the promotion/benefit(s) available
at the time of booking and eligibility. The promotion/benefit(s) will be applied at the time of booking. Specific promotion terms and conditions will apply. The promotion only applies to bookings made in GBP and Euro currency via UK and Irish travel agents or the Celebrity Cruises Fleet. ‘Celebrity Xpedition, Celebrity
Xploration & Celebrity Flora sailings are excluded from all ‘Onboard Booking’ benefits unless otherwise stated. Making changes to an onboard booking: ‘Onboard bookings’ can be cancelled prior to final payment due date at loss of deposit and any other applicable non-refundable items included in the original
booking. ‘Onboard bookings’ are entitled to make changes to a new eligible ship and/or sail date up until final payment due date 70 days prior to departure. When making a ship and/or sail date change Guests select their new ship and/or sail date, paying the new prevailing standard rate and are eligible for the new
prevailing promotion/benefit(s) available on their new cruise. By making the change, Guests forfeit their original promotion/benefit(s) as these are not combinable. This applies to all ship and/or sail date changes made. ‘Onboard bookings’ that are created for selected cruises within a promotion period that have GBP/
EURO savings on the prevailing cruise fare depending on the stateroom category, sailing length or destination may not retain the same savings offer if guests make changes including but not limited to moving to a different ship/sail date/category or promotion. If guests change ship and/or sail date, change their Always
Included Package option, downgrade or upgrade their stateroom after the booking is made, the new prevailing standard rate and promotion/benefit(s) for the chosen stateroom category will then be applied. For guests who later downgrade their booking; the amount of onboard spend applicable for their future cruise
shall be reduced. If changing your onboard booking reduces the value of your holiday we will not refund you the difference of deposit paid, we will adjust the balance due based on the new stateroom type and length of the sailing. If additional 3rd/4th/5th guests exist on the booking and need to be cancelled at a later
stage, up until 70 days prior to departure they may be cancelled free of charge. After 69 days or less any passengers that cancel will be subject to our standard cancellation charges. Updating the Price or Promotion of an Onboard Booking: Guests creating a new onboard booking after 01 June 2021 on a Future
Celebrity Cruise can take advantage of a new UK & Ireland market promotion/benefit(s) at a later date or current prevailing standard rate whilst maintaining their existing booking on the same ship, sail date and cabin category. Some promotions/benefits may be excluded from this offer and the specific promotion terms
and conditions will state if this offer is available to ‘Onboard bookings’. Changes to promotion/benefit(s) or prevailing price within final payment are only possible by cancelling their existing booking at loss of applicable cancellation penalties and re-booking to access the benefits of the new promotion/benefit(s) or
current prevailing standard rate. Flights: Should guests wish to take advantage of new ship and/or sail date change under the ‘Onboard Booking’ offer the existing air pricing on the booking is not transferable to a new ship and/or sail date. Free or Reduced Air Pricing that forms part of a new promotion cannot be
applied to an existing booking made outside of the eligible booking period and are not eligible for this new offer. Please note that any amendments to bookings for hotels, transfers and flights may result in the loss of the amount that was collected at the time of booking for these additional components. Notwithstanding,
for any changes, the re-booking will always be subject to flight availability and to payment of any charges imposed by the supplier which may, in some cases, be the full cost of the Air ticket. Conditions applicable to the air pricing and transfers could consist of the following: Any additional expenses (e.g.
accommodation, taxis, fuel, meals, or parking) are not included, and will be at the guest’s sole cost and expense. Airline booking and travel terms and conditions, and baggage allowances apply to all bookings. Offer and airfare pricing shall be correct
at time of publication, but shall be subject to availability, and may vary during the promotion period. Free or Reduced fare flights are limited in number and subject to availability based on pre-purchased flight allocations and based on anticipated demand.
No flight variations will be allowed or changes to flights once a booking is created during a flights promotion. Hotels cannot be booked with reduced flights offers. Direct flights are not guaranteed. Flight details may not be advised at the time of booking but will
be confi rmable within 6 months of sailing. Combinability: ‘Onboard Bookings’benefits are not combinable with Travel Agent Rates / Interline Rates / Net Rates / Friends & Family Discounts or any form of promotional pricing or non-revenue promotion such as
but not exclusive to Seminars at Sea, perishable inventory or prize winner cabins. The Onboard Booking reservation will automatically be attributed to the same Travel Partner that the guests booked their current cruise with unless the guest specifies otherwise at
time of booking. In this case, a form is completed onboard and guests then have 30 days to decide where to allocate their booking. For general booking conditions including advice on ATOL/ABTA protection, onboard booking terms and conditions, combinability
restrictions, promotional terms and conditions and applicable ships and sail dates, cancellation charges & other information, please visit celebritycruises.co.uk or contact your travel agent. General Booking conditions can also be found at celebritycruises.com/gb/
terms-and-conditions. RCL Cruises Ltd t/a Celebrity Cruises (company number 07366612) with registered offi ce address at Building 3, The Heights, Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0NY

